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To: "Steward, John" <John.Steward@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk>, Mike Kane <mike.kane.mp@parliament.uk>, "Gordon, Alison" <Alison.Gordon@greatermanchesterca.gov.uk>, "Roe, Richard" <Richard.Roe@trafford.gov.uk>, "Morris, Chris" <Chris.Morris@trafford.gov.uk>, "Adshead, Steve" <steve.adshead@trafford.gov.uk>,
kevin.hollinrake.mp@parliament.uk, buchananh@parliament.uk, Mark Steele <mark.steele@reevu.com>, ventressj@parliament.uk, Economic.CrimeDesk@gmp.pnn.police.uk,
Anthony.Stansfeld@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk, A WRIGHT <angie.wright26@btinternet.com>, Martyn Mattison <martyn@gecservices.co.uk>
GMCA Trafford,
Some additional data For GMCA & Trafford team members to consider in keeping with this line of investigation.
I'd also like to stress that this isn't a theory, its factual, the conspiracy if there is one is top down from those who control Government so very much the reverse of the 1605
Gunpowder plot.
It's the people who are now the target.
I think three 6000mV/mtr readings from Vodafone equipment in GMCA territories strongly indicates that this isnt a one off situation and the intent to harm in full knowledge of
the medical evidence shows professional negligence, intent to harm, assault and planned future genocide.
Media City, Timperley and now Hale Village: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/hale-village-why-the-historic-tree-was-axed two or three other readings will be presented in
time. No doubt thousands will be available across the country, if we allow it.
The GMCA, Trafford, LED Street Lighting policy we will get to the bottom of shortly. https://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/featurednews/title_655460_en.html
This technology suite deployment strategy falls into line with the Global Population Reduction initiative identified in Deagel.com and the Rothschild, Rockefeller (Rand
Organisation) Silent Weapons Quiet Wars philosophy. The outcome written into stone on the Georgia Guidestones.
The Georgia Guidestones video piece goes into some detail and draws parallels, initiatives and links between World Health Organisation, Microsoft, Monsanto and Eugenics
as practiced by the Nazis in the 1930's leading to the operation of death camps or The Holocaust witnessed across Europe to 1945.
http://www.deagel.com/country/United-Kingdom_c0209.aspx
https://www.syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#
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For those that still need convincing that a problem exists, if we look at footage on https://www.facebook.com/groups/Stop5GUK/ we can now see international members
across the globe providing references to the Californian and Australian fires also video clips of High Energy Beams being delivered from planes and helicopters to initiate the
fires now spreading across these territories.
Debbie Tavares of www.StopTheCrime.net also has whistleblower intercepted emails from the Rothschild Organisation talking of the technologies and the "restructuring" of
North America : https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/stop-the-crime-debbie-tavares-paradise-lost In the main this is for now California but Agenda 2030 has a wider scope and
outcome as GMCA are aware.
The Australian pattern now matches the US experience. Australia also had limited descoped Banking tribunals or a Royal Commission as the UK should have had, but were
prevented by a PM Theresa May and linked Government officials.
https://youtu.be/kmTUUF6xPko
https://youtu.be/7FIfnOr85vQ
https://youtu.be/ruIaAg9hfIc
This Laser Beam or Defence Energy Weapon (DEW) is patented 1915 technology from Nikola Tesla. Not new and fell into the hands of the JP Morgan banking family on
Tesla's death in the early 1940's.
Tesla called it his death ray but the original idea was defence. Noone would attack anyone by air if everyone had the technology on the ground?
Someone has turned the device the other way round and from the air has decided to start a fire or two it would appear. Taking life and burning property without a second
thought. Its planned.
At the time of the original product release the US press described it as being "Like Bolts of Thor" These energy bolts you can now see in the videos provided.
https://vault.fbi.gov/nikola-tesla/
https://vault.fbi.gov/nikola-tesla/Nikola%20Tesla%20Part%2001%20of%2003/view
The FBI vault data makes an interesting read for Tesla Death Ray related materials. These documents are written also to The Tesla Papers by Nikola Tesla edited by David
Childress.
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Mark Steele has demonstrated or provided an overview of the smaller Harvard land based version of these devices which we have similar versions of across the GMCA
territory.
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Some are shrouded some are NOT and plain to see when in a transparent shroud.
Gateshead it is now reported are attempting to remove these "Rogue" LED Street Lamp Heads at £3.5 Million cost to the public purse and in denial of their true "over
engineered" capabilities.
Gateshead are also attempting to point the finger at Mark for highlighting the issue to the public which somehow appears to have got out of hand with Police appearing at his
home and have got the wrong end of the argument as a priority. Who's protecting who?
Mark pointed out they were effectively working on behalf of the Council being a registered business under the Gateshead Council operation.
Having said this, it's good to have witnessed that The Police Officers stated that it was Gateshead's property so there are no arguments here as to ownership as its now
recorded. This you can now witness yourselves.
https://youtu.be/rDSyoyoGUiU
https://youtu.be/jBDcAwDSipE
The device below to the right is in Failsworth at 9 foot in height, many more are shrouded in a dark sleeve across GMCA but evidently, this is the DEW technology described in
the 5G Apocalypse and 5G LED Streetlamp video of the technologies breakdown.
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5G The Apocalypse: https://youtu.be/ol3tAxnNccY
The DEWs have a couple of versions, possibly more and this is why GMCA were requested for the audit data and knowledge data set, but have passed to Trafford and the
nine other member Councils.
Concealment of this type of weapon(s) or device(s) should now be disclosed and the prevention of causing harm to the Public should be GMCA's and Trafford's number one
priority.
This is unless they are complicit in delivery, compromised or paid to look the other way. All three being Criminal Offences. This we will need to establish through questioning
those who are deemed responsible for answering the questions posed.
I haven't heard from the Manchester Economic Crime Desk yet reference cross referencing this issue with the Cyclops 1146/12 report closed in 2013 with a "Nothing To See
Here" statement.
This fraud proved finally to be in full knowledge of HM Treasury and HMRC and covered up by FSA, FCA Philip Hammond and Theresa May among other public servants. The
overwhelming evidence of misconduct eventually supported by the actions of Mike Kane MP 30.11.18
The greater plan being to create property bubbles UK wide and take down the UK economy by stealth, should it have gone unnoticed or if they managed to silence those
impacted by the systemic fraud. They didn't but the problem is still there for many and the UK as a whole.
Similar issues covered in Spank The Banker identify undermining the UK economy from an SME perspective: https://www.spankthebankerfilm.com/ in the unregulated finance
market.

With documents to support and evidence in abundance we arrive at the same Banking Cartel members behind Securities Fraud, 5G, SMART meter Technologies, Regulatory
organisations, funding, compliance issues and the forthcoming
Mortgage Securitisation Claims. These provide an easily traced follow the money exercise to establish the culprits for those used to identifying corporate fraud and
malfeasance. This I have done for the Banks in the past.
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GMCA, Trafford please dont make the same mistake as HMRC and HM Treasury as this is now attempted Genocide and we have the blueprints (Silent Weapons Quiet Wars Deagel.com) showing intent with the technology delivery evident and a headcount reduction planned.
I look forward to Traffords response inside 28 days in that they have the data requested of GMCA. This is still under FOI 311532 and cross checking with GMCA id highly
recommend as originally i was informed GMCA were dealing with this on Traffords behalf?
It would appear given the severity of the issues, now witnessed, that a breach of the Nuremburg Code and Human Rights violations are now evident.
These factors are possibly giving GMCA a change of heart from a responsibility perspective. Thanks
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